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French Competition Authority published a study on this specific
matter affirming that compliance should be considered an asset

for companies. The Competition Authority clearly committed
itself in favour of compliance programs and expected them 'to
expancl along with the curbing of anticompetitive practices and
the implementation of negotiated procedures.'

Ms van den Broucke said: "In the undertakings tilat companies

may present to the Competition Authority when they are sued
for anticompetitive practices in order to improve the competitive
situation in the future, the implementation of comprehensive

compliance programs can lead to a quite significant reduction
of the fine imposed. However, if the company has proactively
irnplenlented a compliance program after having undergone an
inspection, it is not clear whether the Competition Authority will
consider this as a factor in reducing the fine."

Emmanuelle van den Broucke specialises in competition and
Community law. She is experienced in French, Community and
mufti-jurisdictional merger control filings and in the assistance of
clients during proceedings for anti-competitive practices before
the French Competition Authority and the French courts. She
has also developed thorough expel ise in the French regulation
of restrictive practices including review of annual agreements
undertaken between producers and distributors, resale at loss or
abrupt termination of commercial relations.
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Since Poland's transformation into a market economy, com

petition law has become of central importance. The Law on

Competition and Consumers Protection (Competition Law) is the
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customers. This decision sent a clear signal: it is now ready
to promote and safeguard active competition in the Belgian
market. With dawn raids multiplying, companies can no longer
ignore the risks of infringing Belgian competition law."

The 2006 competition legislation was amended in May 2009,
introducing a number of changes in relation to the staffing of
the Belgian Competition Council. Most notably, the President
of the Council will be appointed for six years instead of the
previous three year term. In addition, it will now be easier ['or
the Minister to request the initiation of an investigation, as the
requirement for identifying 'strong indications' of anti competi
tive behaviour have been abolished.

Competition law is becoming increasingly complex and
the need for clarity, flexibility and a common sense approach
to this area of law has never been greater. CM DeBacker's

competition deparlment ba e a tlythe kind of omrnon sense

L pjece said: "We regularly
ers to the Belgian

complaints for abuses

enquiries including dawn

C_qmpetition Council is currently investigat
position related to excessive

a complaint we lodged in February 2009 on
active in the energy sector. The com

Jai.rLt was.taken very seriously by the College of Competition

.l l6se,c-utors and lead to a dawn raid in September 2009. The

enquiry is ongoing and could result in a decision in 2010."
CMS DeBacker has also been busy advising the Walloon

authorities on airports for many years. One of the highlights
was the Ryanair/Charleroi airport case. Recently, the firm rep
resented the authorities in the notification of their joint control
of Brussels South Char]eroi Airport with the italian group SAVE.
Ms Lepiece said: "Despite a complaint lodged by an unsuc
cessful bidder, we obtained the clearance of the Competition

Council on 4 November 2009."
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